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(Correlating Technical Reports NOS. 298, 343, and 370)
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SUMMARY .
In this report the studies of the characteristics of
rectangular ailerons described in references 1, 2, and 3
are suminarized in the form of empirical equations which
relate the aileron dimensions” and clisplacements to the
rolling, yawing$ and hinge moments for pitch angles of O“
and 12 d-e-grees,corresponding to angles of attack of the
wings of 4°and 16°de&r-ees, respectively. The report also
includes a comparison of the results obtained by computa-
tion from measurements on a single aileron, with those
obtained by using two ailerons mounted on opposite wings
and displaced simultaneously. Satisfactory agreement is
shown between these methods. Rectangular airfoils (10-
inch chord by 60-inch span) having the Clark Y and U.S.A.
27 profiles and mounted on a model fuselage were used
throughout the investigation.
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The work was conducted in the 10-foot wind tunnel of
the Bureau of Standards with the cooperation of the Aero-
nautics Branch cf the Department of Commerce and the Na-
tional Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics.’
INTRODUCTION
The rolling and yawing moments arising as a result of
aileron displacement for a given attitude of an airplane
are dependent primarily on three factors: (1) the magni-
tude of the displacement, (2) the size and shape of the
ailerons, and (3) the lateral position of the ailerons
with respect to the axis of the airplane. 2urther, it ap-
pears from a study of the available data that the corre-
sponding coefficients are approximately proportional to
the aileron angle and to simple functions of the aileron
chord and span. These relationships suggested the possi-
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b’ility of expressing ihe motient”sin”%%e form of empirical
equations suitable for p~poses of preliminary design and
this has %een d“oneusing data taken from references 1, 2,
and 3. —- .=.--...: . . :
..
After the com~letion of the experimental work de-
scribed in these references, attention was called to the
work of Hartshorn, who pointed out f~om theoretical con-
siderations (reference 4), that the method of images, which
utilizes the half-span of the airfoil. and a reflecting
plane, or any method which involves measurement on a sin-
gle aileron, may lead to incorrect conclusions when used
to determine the effects of the displacement of two aile-
rons on opposite wings. !!&eerror is due to the mutua~
interference between the ailerons, which i8 absent in the
test of a single aileron. IQ the iii~estigation described
in references 1 and 2, the measurements were made on one
aileron rnaunted on an airfoil of full span, and it seemed
advisable to make an experimental comparison of tileone-
aileron and two-aileron methods. , The results of the com-
parison are given in-this report.
.
Comparison of One-Aileron and Two-Aileron Methods
The 20 by 2,5 inch WTd the 20 by 3 inch ailerons
mounted on the Clark Y wing were used in the comparison,
the method of measurement being tihe.saueas de=cribed in
—.-~
references 1 and 2, in which photographs and dimensions
of the model also are given.
It was found early in the analysis of~the r6sults
that disturbing effects were introduced by a lack of syg-
metry in the model or an u~synmetrical air flow in the
tunnel which resulted in di.ffers~t anglep of attack of
the wing at the two tips. Beceuse of this factor? the ad-
dition of the net mome”nts for equal ”up+and--downdisplace-
ments of the aileron on one wing did not agree well with
results obtained when both ailerons were displaced, and
the observed results for .righ+j-ai.l~ron-up,left-ail.eron~
down were not the same as for Tight-aileron-down, I-6ft-
aileron-up. ~To avoid the effects of this disturbing fac-
tor in the cornparis.on,the following procedure was adopted.
.,.
The ro”lling.and yawing moment ~oefficierits arising””
from the displacqmqgt of each aileron in both ‘directions
were first determined. Call the value obtained at a given
—
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aileron setting, as measured with the ‘right aileron down,
Mrd; with right aileron up, Mru ; with left aileron d-own
M~d; with left aileron up, Mz~. The total or combined
coefficients were then obtained indirectly by adding
Mru + Mlu to Mrd + Mtd ~ ~
2 2 Y
l l 9 using the mean values for
the two ailerons for a given direction of displacement.
The coefficients were then determined from measure-
ments with the right aileron up and the left aileron down,
giving a value ‘ru,ld and also with the right aileron
down and the left aileron up, giving a valve Mr&,Zu. In
this method, the combined coefficients were measured di-
Mru,ld + ‘rdtZu was used for
rectly, and the mean value
]~rd+ MZd ~ I&u + M&
comparison with —— 2 2 as determined by
the indirect method. “-Inboth methods, the effect of any
constructional dissymmetry between the right and left ai-
lerons or wing tips as well as any effect due to air spin
in the tunnel is thus balanced out. Approximately as good
agreement was obtained by comparing M=d + Mtu with
&d,zus or Mru + M~d with Mru,Zd*
.
The results of the comparison of the direct and indi-
rect methods, using the mean values~ are given in Table I
and Figure 1, It will he noted that in general the values
of the combined rolling moment coefficient determined by
using the direct method are somewhat greater than the com-
bined values which were obtained indirectly, the mean of
all the ratios of the directly observed to the indirectly
determined coefficients being 1.03. In the case of the
yawing moment coefficients the corresponding mean is 1.01.
However, the range of the ratios is considerably greater
in the latter case due to the fact that the precision of
the yawing moment observations is less. Based on this in-
vestigation, the conclusion appears to he valid, that the
indirect method may be expected to give results which are
tn substantial agreement with those obtained by use of the
direct method.
When the indirect method (with one aileron) is used;
the results apply to the angle of attack of the wing at
the aileron. Since the aileron moments depend greatly on
the angle of attack, care must be taken to know this angle
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when applying the results. For example, in the res~lts
published. in references land 2 on the effect of aileron
dimensions, some of the ailerons were located on the right
wing and some on the left wing to simplify the construc-
tion of the model. The results for these two groups of
ailerons indicated a difference between the angles of @-
tack at the two wing tips of shout one-degree.
“Ip
.! EMPIRICAL XQUATIONS
The ~.nssibility of expressing the rolling, yawing,
and hinge moment coefficients, given in references 1, 2,
and 3, in the form of empirical equations, was pointed out
in the introduction. The monoplane model which was used
in the experiments consisted only of a fuselage and wing,
the tail assembly, landing gear, etc. being omitted. The
dimensions of the ailerons are given in Table II.
S- TABLE II. Dimensions of-Ailerons
UOS.A.27, and Clark Y wings
bA by CA
(inches)
20 by 1.5
20 ,11 2.0
2-J II 3.0
2(3 II 2.5
10 II 2.5
15 tl 2.5
20 II 2.5
Position
. . . . . . . . . ...*..* . . right wi,ng tip
II II It. . . . . . . . ..00.s. l **
!1 IIi . . . . . . ;. i . l . l . l .“*’ II
Ii II II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
r—
l l 9 m . . l . . 9** . l . .* l left wing tip
— II II 11
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0
l . l l l c , . . . . l . . . . . .
II If II
Rolling and yawing moments were determined simultaneously
by observing the changes in tension of small wires run-
ning from the wing tip and tail of the model, respective-
ly, to the roll and yaw balances, the model being support-
ed by a mast projecting from the wall of the tunnel into
the air stream and carrying at its e~tremitY- a un~v~rsa~
joint housed within the fuselage. (References 1 us 2.)
The hinge moments were determined using the same mounting,
the universal joint %eing locked at the desired angles.
The tension wire connecting the model and the balance in
this case was attached to the trailing edge of the aileron
at its midspan. (Reference 3.)
lI
The measurements of rollirig‘an& yawing -riiornentswere
maae with the v~iable-chora gr,Qup Qf. ailerons mounteti on
the right wing and the variable-span’ group “mounted on the
. left wing. This arrangement was modified in the hinge-
moment measurements so that both groups were moun~ted on the
, “right wing, in order to minimize the effects of air spin in
P
. the tunnel anclwarp of the model.
.,,
. .
The coefficients in references 1, 2, anit 3 were based
on the dimensions of the wing.’~To introduce t:heaileron
dimensions, it was assumea as a trial that the coefficients
‘were proportional to powers of t-hechora, span, anit ~~~ar
displacement of the aileron. - In order ‘t”o&eterMine the
values of the exponents, the coefficientstimere plotted log-
arithmically against the chord’i span, ‘an~ displacement of
the aileron. in turn. The n~an values of the exponents were
founa from these plots and.fhe nearest half power was used
in the equations. Having determined- the exponents, the
wing tlimensions antithe ‘&istance from mitispan of the wing
to miaspan of the aileron were introduced to make the equa-
tions dimensionless. The equations for rolling and yawing
moment coefficients refer to %ody axes, those for hinge
noment refer to an axis along the leaaing cage of the ai-
leron, midway bet~een the upper and lower surfaces. ,.
,,
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.,..wing span (ft.) ,‘. ,
. .
wing chord (ft.)
. .
aileron span (ft.)
aileron chord (ft.)
,,,.
distance from center of rotation to ena of
fu8elage (ft.)
air speed (ft./see.)
rolling moment (lb-ft.)
yawing moment (lb-ftt) . :
,.
.. .
k ..
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H, hinge moment (lh-ft.)
6A‘ aileron displacGm6ht ..(degrees)
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E~uations for rollin~goment.- The equ~tion~ for the
————___ __________
determination of rolling moment for the conventional ar-
.+—
I
raagement of equal up and sown ‘displacements of opposite
ailerons apply to the ailerons on the Clark Y and U,S.A.27
wings as mounted on the fuselage, the pitch angle being ei-
ther O or 12° (angle of attack 4 or 16°) as stated. The
ordinates given in Figures 2a and 3a were obtained by mul-
tiplying the rolling moment coefficients given in refer-
ences 1 and 2 by the expression:
--–-_lL!.E__w-
bA =(;+ -
It can be shown that this is the same as multiplying the
rolling moment L, by
r
CA
.-
C
———--–––––5~—-
(
qbACA $-~
)
Calling
.- —
.—
,,
—--—- -----
q bA CA
!5 -27-= c“
&f
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we have:
Introduction of the square-root reiations-hip ~or &.le-
ron displacement results in bringing the higher values of
Cllm more nearly into line. Straight lines were
drawn ~hrough the plotted points so that the percentage
departure6 of the extreme poinis were approx~ately the
same throughout the range of aileron angles. Actually
these-lines must pass through the origin somewhat as in-
dicated by the dotted lines in the figures. No measure-
ments were made for aileron angles below 4 degrees,
Using this method the following equations were ob-
tained: .
angle of attack) (2)
r CA .,:-= ..-Czl ~ = o.~() (& - 1.0) “-:for the–~~_S,A.27,
0° pitch (4° an-
gle of attack) (3)
r
-.
CA
-----
Cll ~= 0.28 (&- 1.0) for the U.S.A627’,
12° pitch (16
angle of attack) (4)
&uations for yawin~ moment.- .The,e.quationsfor yaw-
ing moment wer~ obtatned in a manner similar tot>at used
in the case of rolling moments. ~n this case, however,
the yawing mement coefficients (references 1 and 2) were
fb.~
multiplied by the facfbr The values
(
bA)O
.+..bA%~ ;-~,
/
corresponding to the resulting expression:
._. _
-... .-
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are shown plotted against @ in-Fi&~s2band3b for
the case of the Clahk Y wing. Here, again, introduction
of the square-root relationship for the aileron displace-
ment brings the higher values into better alignment. Equa-
tions were determined for both the Clark Y and U.S.A.27
wings as follOWs:
c J + = 0*055 (m” 1.0) ::;c:larg ~s 0°nl
.
angle
of attack) (5)
J CACnl p = 0.085 (~- 1.0) for ~larkoY, 12°
pitch (16 an-
gle of attack) .(6)
k
.
.
.-
.—
—
,
%1 J “-> = ().035 (&. l.O) for U.S.A,27, 0°
pitch (4° angle
of attack) (7)
—*
i
d CACnl ~ = 0.075 (/& - 1.0) ‘-for u.S,.A,27,32° .
pitch (16° an-
gle of attack) (8)
UQuations for hin-~ moment,- The equat~ons given.——
below were obtained by multiplying the hinge moment coef- :
b Caficients given in Teference 3 by — the resulting
expression haviag the form bA C~2 ‘
Chl = *“ ‘
The values of Chl were plotted d~rectly against aileron
displacement, (E’igures2C and 3c..) Straight lines drawn .1
through these points are represented by the equations”~
ch . = 0~022 8A for the Clark”Y, 05 pitch (4° an- ““”
—.L gle of attack)
Chl = 0,020 8A for the Clark Y, 12° pitch (16°
angle of attack)
Chl = 0,019 6A for the U.S.A427, 0° pitch (4°
angle of attack)
(9)
(lo)
(11)
,.
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Chl = 0.018 8A for the U,S.A.27, 12° pitch (16°
angle of attack) (12)
There appeared to be no advantage from the standpoint of
precision in bringing the square root of the aileron dis-
placement into the equations for hinge moment.
CONCLUSION
The indirect meth6d of determining the combined roll-
, ing and yawing moments of a model by adding the mean val-
ues for corresponding up and down displacements of each
aileron, using data obtained by displacing right and.left
\ ailerons separately appears from the results of these
tests to be of satisfactory accuracy. When one aileron is
used, however, and the combined moments are obtained by
adding the +alues for corresponding up and down displace-5.
ments, care must be taken to avoid uncertainty in angle of
attack due to warp of the model and spin of the tunnel air
stream, since a difference of the order of 1° in angle of
a attack of the two wing tips may result in considerable
difference between the moments arising from the same angu-
[“ lar displacement of opposite ailerons.
l
~mpirical equations are given, which illustrate the
approximate relationships between the moments due to the
displacement of rectangular ailerons when the pitch angle
is increased from 0° to 12°. For example, the rolling mo-
ment is decreased approximately one-half as a result of
this change. This decrease is accompanied by an increaso
in yawing moment of the order of 100 per cent, the hinge
noment remaining substantially constant~
The precision of the equations with respect to the
values of the coefficients given in references 1, 2, and
3 is of the order of *I5 per centl XQ t~e case of 12°
pitch angle the greatest departure~ of the individual
points from the straight lines are of the order Of *2O Per
cent. In all cases the points p~ow a decided departure
from the linear relation~hip and increasedodispersion when
the aileron ‘angle is greater than about 24 l It should ‘be
pointed out in this connection that while the equations
are based on the results of a somewhat extended investiga-
tion they may be expected to differ considerably from
those derived OQ a basis of other observations! obtained
under what appear to be only s~tghtl~ d~ffere~t co~dftions~
L
.-
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l?orexample, it is known that an open gap b,etween~he ail-
eron andwing equal,-inwidth$ o-O-.8 per cent of the wing
chord decreases the observed rolling moment by as much as
40 per cent compared with a completely sealed gap, such as
was used in the investigation on.which the equations are
based, (Reference 5.) It is also known that the fuselage
exerts,a considerable effect on the lift of the wing (ref-
erence 6) and it is reasonable to suppose that a part of
this effect extends to the ailerons. The equations, there-
fore, should not be expected to hold rigorously but it is
believed they will prove useful for the estimattan of ai-
leron moments in preliminary desig~, particularly with re-
gard to monoplanes.
—.-
Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C., Sept. 2, 1932.
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TABLE I. Comparison of RolIing and Yawing Moment Coefficients
Determined lIyExperiments on One and Two Ailerons,
Respectively, Clark Y Wing*
Pitch Angle -
angle of
(de- attack Aileron
grees) (de&
grees)
o 4 20 by 2.5
.
l 8 12 20 by 3
12 16 20 by 3
I Rolling mornen’t
Aile-
ron
dis-
place-
ment
(de-
grees)
8
16
24
32
44
8
16
24
32
44
coeff
com-
bined
(by ad-
dition
from
one-
aileron
test’s)
&050
.091
,113
.135
.163
@041
- ;079
.097
.116
.128
8 +?021
16 “’-.052
24
32
44
.071
.076
.093
cient
col?l-
bined
(by ob-
serva-
tion
from
t’iPo-
aileroz
tests)
+.053 -
.093
.110
.136
.164
,.
1-.044
‘.079
.103
.117
.135
.
“}
+9024
““”;.050
.069
.079
.079
Yawing moment
coefficient
coln- Combined
bined (by ob-
(by ad- Servation
dition from two-
from aileron
one- tests)
aileron
tests)
-.012
- l 020
-.029
-.032
-.033
-.016
-.029
-.030
-.037
-.034
-.026
-.042
-.046
-.057
-.059
—-.—
-.013
-.022
-.02s
-.031
-.033
-.015
-.029
-.032
-.035
-.030
-.025
-.045
-.051
-.057
-.059
.———- -<J
<e$er (respectively,] to the right aileron*The signs (+ an
up, left down cond tion.f These values differ somewhat fromthose published in references 1 and 2 because they repre-
sent averages of ~easurements on right and left ailerons.
‘e
t
i-
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Figure 2.-Plots for determination of rolling, yawing and
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leron up,left down condition. (+5*=-5A)
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